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THE EMOTIONAL TOLL OF 

POSTFEMINIST FATHERHOOD 

INTRODUCTION 

The snaking of neoliberalism, postfeminist masculinity and 

patriarchal heteronormativity governs the divisions of labour within 

parenting relations and constructs an affective architecture for parents’ 

daily lives. Here, we identify fathers’ emotions and their spousal relations 

as a space in which to inquire about gender, parenting and the 

reproduction/resistance of hegemony. By focusing on the affective 

dimensions of postfeminism, we demonstrate how working to achieve the 

impossible expectation of doing ‘it all’—a bind that women have been 

caught in for centuries’—takes an emotional toll on fathers and couples, 

leading to discontent. Focusing on postfeminist fatherhood enables an 

analysis of contemporary manifestations of patriarchy and the 

heteropatriarchal underpinnings of neoliberalism, which negatively 

impacts all.  

While emerging literature engages postfeminism, affect and 

emotion (Miller, 2011; Rumens, 2017; Priola, 2019), little research focuses on 

postfeminism and negative affect, particularly in relation to men and 

fatherhood. Typically, postfeminism is characterized as the enforcement 

of positive affect (self-improvement, optimization, happiness) (Gill, 2017; 

Riley et al, 2017). By focusing our analysis on the understudied area of 
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postfeminist fathers, we argue that the regulatory impact of postfeminism 

is marked by negative feelings. These experiences vary substantially 

between fathers—which we will explore in our findings—but feelings of 

ambivalence, discontent, and failure tie them together. Studying the 

emotional contours of postfeminist fatherhood provides insight into the 

mechanics and impact of contemporary patriarchal culture and enables 

a comprehensive picture of the discursive impact of heteronormative 

sex/gender norms on parenting couples.  

Postfeminist fatherhood is the hegemonic discourse for fathers that 

involves being the breadwinner, involved spouse, equal domestic partner 

and nurturing parent. Embodying contradictory actions, roles and 

gendered performances leads to feelings of personal failure and 

interpersonal conflict, while dominant norms of masculinity and 

heteronormativity are maintained. For example, even against the 

backdrop of progressive work-family governmental policies and the 

discursive liberal middle-class expectation of gender equality, “patriarchal 

legacies and the associated practices of agency” still organize family life 

and heterosexual constructs of gender (Miller, 2012, p.13). Postfeminist 

fatherhood is an important opening to explore the complex re-articulation 

of patriarchy in contemporary family/work relations.  

To this end, the contribution of this research is threefold: 1) We focus 

on the emotional architecture of men’s fathering experiences to provide 
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an analysis through-the-backdoor of the impact of the gendered 

organization of the workplace as key facets of postfeminist fatherhood; 2) 

We offer an ethnographic description of the emotional toll of postfeminist 

fatherhood as related to the complexities of their everyday lives; 3) We 

demonstrate how postfeminist fatherhood and motherhood, while co-

produced, can also be co-undone through parenting partnerships that 

resist these gender relations, often through refusing the paternal 

expectation to overwork. Couples who resist tend to find their rejection of 

postfeminism emotionally rewarding.  

We draw on ethnographic examples of four father-participants that 

represent interlocking yet diverse articulations of postfeminist fatherhood 

and experience the characteristic negative emotions in relation to their 

professional and father role. Felix’s story draws attention to the isolation 

and exhaustion some fathers experience as a product of overwork; and 

we foreground the stories of Dave and Liam to illuminate how the 

conflicting demands of postfeminist masculinity drove them to work a 

double-day yet feel inadequate. Our interview with Bryce and Jenna 

surfaces the conflict and enervation that marks the neoliberal intimacies 

of postfeminist fatherhood in relation to heterosexual family life. 

We conclude by analyzing empirical examples from two fathers, 

Daniel and Joe who, jointly with their spouses, broke away from the 

constraints of postfeminist fatherhood and motherhood. We argue that 
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severing from the fraught expectations of postfeminist fatherhood can 

offer ontological security and contentment. These stories are politically 

vital to tell. Focusing on “what does not change discursively entrenches 

those central assumptions by writing off as insignificant the small, slow 

changes in gender relations that may actually be taking place” (Ranson 

2012, p.742).  We point to sites of resistance and insist that resistance can 

be a joyful act.   

POSTFEMINIST MASCULINITIES 

In this paper we analyze our findings by bringing into dialogue 

theorizing from two distinct fields: organizational studies’ insights about 

contemporary constructions of conflicting modes of masculinities 

preferred in workplaces versus home-spaces; and cultural studies 

perspectives that examine the constitution of postfeminist masculinities at 

a psychic level through broader cultural discourses buttressed by the 

neoliberal political economy. By bringing postfeminist and affect theory 

into conversation with organizational studies literature, we foreground the 

affective cross-currents of postfeminist masculinity, revealing how 

attempts to straddle these cross-currents take an emotional toll on fathers; 

and how resisting them eases that toll but also creates risks for gender 

equity, as one mode of resistance involves men’s re-mobilization of the 

hegemonic. The other mode, a conscious rejection of both old and 
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postfeminist masculinities, opens possibilities for emotional wellness and 

gender equity.  

The dominant sexual and family politics of this moment are marked 

by postfeminism: a modern articulation of heteronormativity (Sutherland 

et al., 2017) which impacts the political economy, workforce and 

affective/labour economies of the household. Postfeminism embodies a 

“noncoherent set of ideas about femininity, embodiment and 

empowerment,” constituting the re-entrenchment of traditional gender 

relations paired with the pressure to transgress them (Riley et al., 2017, p.1). 

Because postfeminism functions by “inculcating a self-regulating spirit” in 

which the source of problems and solutions can be found within 

“women’s own psyches” (Gill, 2017, p.609), power and inequities are cast 

as personal topics to be tackled through confidence and resilience. The 

rhetoric of empowerment conceals systemic power and “performs 

structuring power” (Sorensen, 2017, p.297). Postfeminism is a key 

ideological frame for neoliberal subject formation, privatizing the 

“problem of inequality” (Berglund et al., 2018, p.549). The empowered 

woman becomes the entrepreneurial self; gender equality becomes 

personal choice; and liberation moves from a movement to a matter of 

self-regulation.   

Postfeminism as applied to women is embedded in a 

heteronormative dialectic with postfeminist masculinities: both reinforce 
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the stranglehold of heteronormativity as a powerful form of discursive 

power and economic circulation. Fathers must be studied to understand 

how postfeminism governs gender relations in heterosexual families. The 

field of new masculinities engages the “ambivalence and struggles 

between hegemonic and caring masculinities” (Lund et al., 2019, p.1376). 

While new masculinities involving a caring role are often understood as 

expanding hegemonic masculinity, how this occurs and “is conditioned 

by specific contexts” is a key point of inquiry (Lund et al., 2019, p.1380).  

Men who take up fathering are often dually impacted by the 

discursive-structural mores of patriarchy and feminist-fired social change: 

through such tension the ideal father has become one who can be 

breadwinner, nurturer, and equal household manager (Rumens, 2017). 

The result is the often-simultaneous embodiment of a range of masculine 

performances including the “involved father” (Eraranta & Moisander, 

2011); “new father” (Barclay & Lupton, 1999); “caring father” (Johansson 

& Klinth, 2008); “intimate father” (Dermott, 2003); “new man;” 

“metrosexual” and “new lad” (Rumens, 2017). On the surface, postfeminist 

masculinity offers choice about the kind of gender identity/expression 

fathers can adopt while increasing the pressure to co-embody 

contradictory positions. Postfeminism is a deeply ambivalent sensibility that 

constitutes a “crisis discourse” in which men do not know the virtuous way 

to be a ‘good’ man/father” (Rumens, 2017).  
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Pecis & Priola consider how the postfeminist “melting pot” of 

masculinities has led to the construction of “the new industrial man” (2019, 

1422). This figure negotiates being heroically available and loyal to his job 

by sacrificing personal and family time yet also performs a novel 

articulation of fatherhood by, for example, unplugging from work on 

Sundays. The industrial man is an ambivalent figure: he is “subjugated” yet 

embodies the neoliberal quest to be “instrumental and determined in his 

pursuits” (Pecis & Priola, 2019, 1421). Organization studies literature of 

fathers in the workplace indicate that managers tend to view fathers as 

having the “primary responsibility for economic provision” and fail to 

account for “person-centred or wider social dynamics” thus straining 

men’s “interactions between home and work” (Gatrell, 2014, p.482-3). For 

their part, working fathers now talk about “wanting to be home and 

participate in caring responsibilities” yet “still base their primary identities in 

the workplace” and view their work as “more important than that of their 

partners” (Borgkvist et al., 2018, p.709).  

Hence, despite the non-coherence and multiplicity of postfeminist 

masculinity, traditional characteristics of masculinity tend to prevail 

(Eraranta & Moisanter, 2011). In conversation with this research, we focus 

on how the management of identity via negotiating work/family life 

simultaneously upholds hegemonic masculinity but in diverse and 
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complex ways that vary substantially yet take a similar kind of emotional 

toll. 

Miller’s study of men’s viewpoint and actions towards their 

fatherhood role as shifting from the pre to post-natal period (2012) 

demonstrates how postfeminist fatherhood, as influenced by workplace 

practices, are fluid and concrete. Miller demonstrates how fathers in the 

pre-natal period approached fatherhood from a caring, involved model, 

intending to “disrupt gender norms,” yet ended up replicating the 

breadwinner role once experiencing the day-to-day demands of 

parenting, work and familial responsibility (2012, p.1). This research shows 

the difference between desired and structurally compelled gendered 

performances. We explore the struggles between caring and hegemonic 

masculinities by focusing on the often-mournful friction between what 

fathers want and what they do as well as highlight those who have 

figured out how to undo.  

We contend that postfeminist masculinity is a way of perceiving-

feeling one’s gender that is constituted in-and-through the neoliberalized 

political economy, the contradictory cultural discourses that circulate 

surrounding gender norms/standards, and the “modulation of moods” 

(Clough, 2003, p.360) as a mechanism of control in the affect economy 

for fathers. Clough considers capitalism as “engaged in the socialization 

of the affective” (2003, p. 360). Baker & Brewis identify “neoliberal 
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discourses” as reinscribing “gender inequality at a psychic level” (2020, 1). 

As a gendered neoliberalism, postfeminism enforces “feeling rules” 

(Hochschild, 1979) comprised of aspirational affects—hope, resilience, 

confidence, positivity, happiness, and personal growth—and 

“systematically outlaws other emotional states, including anger and 

insecurity” (Gill, 2017). Yet by centering entrepreneurialism and 

individualizing inequities in favour of choice and excellence, barriers in 

embodying perfection are “experienced as a deeply personal failure” 

(Baker & Brewis, 2020, p.3). With postfeminism, one side of the coin is 

positivity, and the other is pathos, yet the latter has been under-studied in 

postfeminist masculinity literature.  

Ahmed’s (2010) work on “affective economies” resituates emotions 

as composed by “historically specific arrangements of circulations 

between subjects” (in Murphy 2015, p.722-23). Ahmed considers how 

affects like contentment are “aligned with and comfortably oriented 

within dominant ways of belonging, from heteronormativity to 

nationalism” and identifies “moments of alienation from belonging” and 

unease as potent moments for transgressing hegemony. Affect and 

emotions are a powerful governance tool because they are oft 

considered beyond culture/power yet are “inextricably enmeshed in 

power relations” (Baker & Brewis, 2020). Ahmed thus analyzes affect to 

learn and undo the apparatus of social control. We build on Gill and 
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Ahmed’s work by studying the affective architecture of postfeminist 

masculinity and challenge the link of postfeminism and heteronormativity 

with contentment and aspirational affects. 

Peukert claims that processes of “undoing masculinity” need to shift 

from what happens at “work organizations” to the negotiations that occur 

on an “interaction level” regarding paid work and domestic divisions of 

labour (2018, p.1452). Parental affective-labour relationships have a 

“recursive relationship with wider discursive structures, which they 

simultaneously are shaped by and help to construct” (Sullivan in Ranson 

2012, p.747).  Likewise, Miller locates the need to focus on “daily practices, 

which either reproduce or reduce and so could be claimed to undo or 

dismantle gender differences” while also centering “issues of conflict, 

power and control in social relations” (2012, p.5). Centering interpersonal 

relations also unearths gradual and dispersed transformations of gender 

norms. We contribute to this area of organization studies research by 

focusing on the intersection of “intention, experience, masculine choices 

and everyday practices” (2012, p.5) by centering fathers’ emotions and 

spousal relationships as sites that reveal the organization and impact of 

the still male-dominant workplace. We do this by laying out the 

complicated characteristics and emotional contours of postfeminist 

fatherhood to contribute new understandings to contemporary patriarchy 

as related to affect studies, fatherhood, postfeminism, and family studies. 
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In our findings, we build on the postfeminist masculinity literature 

synthesized here by providing a complex picture of the postfeminist 

father: a subject who is physically exhausted, overwhelmed, overworked, 

and upset. We further define the postfeminist father as an ambivalent 

subject who desires more freedom from paid work and more family and 

social time but feels powerless but to prioritize paid work. By analyzing the 

postfeminist father in conversation with the postfeminist mother, it is 

possible to illuminate the difficult interpersonal affect-scapes formed 

through postfeminist parent/work relations.   

METHODS 

The empirical data analyzed in this article were collected for a 

study examining gender relations and divisions of labour of 20 

heterosexual families. The research was embedding in a larger study, the 

GFHS, which is housed at the (Institution name) and involves over 300 

families. The GFHS focuses on improving familial health by focusing on four 

target areas: sleep, healthy eating, physical activity, and reducing screen 

time. Half the families enrolled in the GFHS were randomized to receive 

four home visits with a Health Educator. We designed our gender sub-

study to explore gender relations and responsibilities in the home and 

learn how gender is impacting parents’ experiences of the GFHS 

intervention. We further aimed to learn how to create future studies that 
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foster gender egalitarianism when completing health work more broadly, 

which will lead to better health outcomes.  

As Study Lead, I (Author 1) completed data collection activities 

(interviews, observations). The study design included conducting 

anonymous and confidential audio-recorded interviews, which lasted for 

a period of 40 minutes-1 hour and 40 minutes, with 20 families who are also 

enrolled in the GFHS. Each family was provided the option of completing 

interviews with their spouse or separately, leading to 10 families providing 

separate interviews and eight providing joint. The last two families 

consisted of the mother choosing to participate while the husband chose 

not to. I also asked parents to participate in the optional activity of me 

observing one of their home visits, leading to a total of 11 observed home 

visits. I conducted four interviews with the Health Educators to learn their 

observations of participants’ gender relations.  

Our semi-structured interview guide blended an anthropological 

approach to meaning and culture (Biehl, 2013) with an Institutional 

Ethnography approach focusing on how the work people do in their 

everyday lives connects to social organization (Smith, 2005). Interview 

questions were structured as to learn about the work parents’ do in their 

everyday lives as related to health activities, paid labour, domestic 

labour, childrearing, home/family management, social engagement and 

emotional caretaking. In order to do this, interviews began by asking 
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parents to recount their daily schedule from wake-to-sleep, and then 

focused on specific activities such as bedtime routine, grocery shopping, 

school drop off/pick up, food prep, cooking, and clean-up to understand 

parents’ distribution of labour. To get a sense of how ideals of health were 

connected with gendered labour relations in the home, we asked parents 

to tell us what health means to them, and to describe the health values 

most important to them. The last part of the interview focused on parents’ 

roles and responsibilities within the GFHS, the findings of which we analyze 

elsewhere. 

Recruitment emails were sent to GFHS families receiving home visits. 

After recruiting 12 families we reflected on our data and demographics. 

Most participants were white, had a household income of over $100,000, 

and were part of a two-parent heterosexual household. We conducted 

targeted recruitment, inviting parents of colour; with a household income 

of under $75,000; LGBTQ+ parents; single-parent families; and families with 

stay-at-home fathers. We expanded our inclusion criteria so that any GFHS 

family could participate in the sub-study, even if they completed all home 

visits. This resulted in the recruitment of four families. Of these families, two 

included a parent of colour; three made less than $75,000; one included a 

single-mother household; and one included a stay-at-home father. 

Trained in these ethnographic methods, I (Author 1) dictated then 

wrote up observational, descriptive and self-reflective field notes after 
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interviews and home visits. These notes functioned as observational data 

and were later used as part of the analytic process when paired with 

techniques such as coding and thematizing. In this paper, field notes have 

been mixed with direct quotations from the transcripts and marked with 

italicization.  

An ethnographic mode of attention recognizes data as derived 

through words, bodies, space, affect, sensation, and interactions (Pink, 

2009). Ethnography deviates from the traditional affect-neutral genre of 

scholarly writing by embodying the complexity of people’s feeling-worlds 

to account for the complexities of power and social organization. The 

analytically textured and narrative-focused method of argumentation 

enable ethnographers to unearth knowledge often missing from scholarly 

research. We adopt the feminist orientation of “interested ethnographer” 

(MacDonald, 2010) which posits positionality as influential to interpretation 

and analysis and resists replicating the masculine-coded researcher who 

imparts objective truths from a “view from nowhere” and who tends to 

‘study down’ or study ‘Other’ (Haraway, 1988, p.254, 252).  

Our situated view of positionality and power, not only shaped the 

production of knowledge but the empirical content. For example, my (first 

author) positionality as a queer parent (all members of the research team 

are in fact non-heteronormative women) meant I observed and analyzed 

heterosexual mother/father family relations from an outsider space 
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resulting in a particular mode of seeing that apprehends the dominance 

of heteronormativity, my othering from it, and resistance to it. Yet my 

identity as a woman and mother shaped how I related to participants 

and them to me, creating real and assumed points of connection which 

impacted what they shared and the information gleaned. As one 

example, mothers, assuming I was a birth parent and the primary parent, 

often instigated conversations about postpartum body image struggles 

and would say things like “you know what it’s like” when talking about the 

guilt of juggling paid work with mothering. At another point of the study, I 

realized how profoundly I, as a researcher, am caught in feminized 

matrices of caring when I offered to play with a child during a home visit 

observation (meaning I missed the observation) so the parents could 

complete their visit without consistent interruption. These accounts 

indicate how every level of study design, content and analysis was 

shaped by who we, as a research team are, what we know and the 

situated, embodied experiences through which we learnt it.  

One drawback of our study design is that our sample size is small, 

meaning our findings are exploratory. Future larger-scale research is 

needed to confirm if our research mirrors discursive-structural accounts 

beyond the locally observed. Another challenge relates to interviewing 

from a small participant pool; we had to balance maintaining descriptive 

depth with ensuring anonymity. Due to the inappropriateness of sustained 
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ethnographic observation within the home, we could not glean how 

gender roles operated within families beyond our interview/observation. 

Lastly, since empirical work mostly occurred with children present and 

parents engaging in domestic tasks, we prioritized observing gender roles 

in action over uninterrupted conversational depth.  

The research team individually coded two data sets. We ensured 

our coding corresponded and discussed emerging themes and analysis. I 

then used the qualitative software program MAXQDA to organize, archive 

and code, resulting in 18 main codes. All authors reviewed and agreed 

with the codes. We chose MAXQDA because the research team has live 

access to the software, and it is a cutting-edge system I received training 

to use. We designed our coding into two main categories: descriptive and 

analytic. While analytic codes include topics like “me-time,” descriptive 

codes include things like “screen time” (which comprised all answers 

regarding screen time use). The descriptive often led to analytic. For 

example, since we noticed mothers tended to care more about reducing 

screen time, this code led to an analytic code regarding gender and 

mothering. After discussing our coding in-depth we had numerous 

meetings parsing emerging themes. Conversations led to identifying novel 

findings including the topic of this research paper. 

A concern about using a qualitative software program is that 

coding is an analytic instrument that offers a particular way of seeing that 
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reveals certain data while concealing other data. Coding offered a 

helpful way to generalize but in such a way as to reduce nuance. We thus 

viewed coding as the second stage of analysis which we used in 

conjunction with field notes, team meetings, and a chart listing each 

parents’ occupation, work location, and part time/full time status, as well 

as who responded to recruitment and set up interviews/home visits.  

EMPIRICAL FINDINGS 

FELIX: ISOLATION, EXHAUSTION AND LONGING 

Felix works a nine-to-five (or seven) contract job and wakes early to 

study for a licensing exam required for a permanent position. He usually 

studies through weekends too. Work “bites into…family time” and “cuts 

into sleep.” The afternoon is when Felix tends to get very tired, so he 

leaves his desk to get more coffee, walking the building stairs, Fitbit on 

wrist: he needs to find ways to stay awake, stay fit.  

Felix spent the first years of his son’s life commuting to work, only 

seeing him on weekends, then spent years commuting home at night, 

once having a second child. Now his wife, Mira, and his kids have moved 

to (City) because Felix landed a multi-year contract here. Mira, who 

graduated from the same program as Felix—now works mostly as a stay-

at-home parent while maintaining a part-time virtual job in her hometown.  

Felix identified being able to provide for his family as his fatherly 

responsibility (“my philosophy was that our family should be fine with me 
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as the sole breadwinner, so that Mira will not have to make money. If she 

chooses to, yes, fine”) yet he also wants to be there for his kids, spending 

as much time with them as possible. As a testament to this, he attended 

most of the GFHS home visits and participated in our sub-study despite his 

packed schedule. He tries to leave work to help his kids practice their 

music.  

Felix lamented that he is not only “missing the best years of his 

children’s lives” but also missing out on community and a social life. 

Because he has no leisure time, Felix looks for openings to embark on a 

kind of piecemeal micro-sociality, noting that he “likes to chat with 

people” at work and so “works slower.” He even adjusts his “working hours, 

a bit, for that” as “it wouldn't be fair to put that on the working time.” Felix 

erects an ethical boundary (Gatrell et al., 2014) around working time as 

that which must be spent properly, even if adding to his absence from 

family.  

During our interview, I got the sense that Felix oriented to our 

conversation as a form of social interaction, asking me a series of 

questions after our discussion concluded. As the clock ticked past six, I 

thought about Felix’s family at home eating their dinner without him. Did 

he get home to help his daughter play her instrument?  

Felix spoke of wanting his colleagues to serve as “family,” noting the 

outings his workplace organizes as momentous. He even listed every job 
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he has held in relation to whether they fulfilled the family role. Luckily his 

current position is “the way I would envision…a work environment, 

because you spend so much time–it’s your second family.” Hochschild 

(1997) considers how the conceptualization of work-colleagues as 

“family” is a bi-product of the capitalist labour force, in which overwork 

has led to a psychic reorientation to work as the primary place of sociality. 

Felix fully embodied this. Isolation, which is the outcome of overwork 

paradoxically leads to the identification of work as the main venue to 

build kinship ties. The dream of a world otherwise, in which he has friends, 

is there for the best years of his children’s lives, almost seemed to mock 

him: on paper fathers can be nurturing and present, but in practice, the 

work family wins out over the home family for this new industrial man.   

DAVE AND LIAM: THE DOUBLE-DAY AND THE PRESSURE TO DO IT ALL 

Dave and Jessica have two kids, and Jessica is currently on 

maternity leave. Dave was the point of contact for the sub-study: 

responding to the recruitment email, scheduling the interview and 

observation, and greeting me at the door. I interviewed Dave and Jessica 

separately. During my interview with Jessica, Dave put his sons to bed and 

walked the dog. While asking Jessica her reasons for participating in our 

sub-study, she shared that she works in research and knows the difficulty 

of recruitment, listing numerous studies she’s enrolled in. Yet when I asked 

Dave his reasons for participating, he explained that involvement in 
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research is a way for Jessica to maintain a link to her job: “The first little bit 

[of mat leave]… is just survive, and figure out…you're tired. But you're also, 

saying, ‘I need to do something’...‘Or just, be with other people, engage 

my brain...’” Both the GFHS and the sub-study seemed to be a porthole 

into work and sociality for Jessica.  

Dave works a full-time office job he “does not enjoy.” During lunch 

and after the kids’ bedtime he works on his full-time research contract 

and applies for jobs. Dave tried to be chatty during our interview yet 

rubbed his tired eyes and constantly repositioned his hat as if to shake his 

head awake. When going through his everyday activities, he explained, 

“even just going up the stairs, when you wake up, I feel much more tired 

than I did before.”  

Dave referred to Jessica’s days as sometimes extremely hard, filled 

with screaming kids and domestic duties. He described their division of 

labour as traditionally gendered: “I'm not as committed as Jessica and 

don’t share the load equally.” Dave explained that Jessica changes most 

of the diapers and does most of the cooking and cleaning, though they 

did hire a cleaning person to reduce her work. Dave does more of the 

bedtime routine, morning wakeups and dog-walking. He was acutely 

aware of their divisions of labour, admitting: “She definitely bears more of 

the responsibility, and some of it’s probably rightly so, and some of it’s an 

excuse…because she is on mat leave.” 
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Statements like these, in addition to Dave taking the lead with study 

participation led me to wonder whether he feels inadequate in his familial 

contributions. Kangas et al note that “‘care and career’ men, who are in 

the privileged position of both sharing parenting responsibilities” while 

maintaining a career struggle with “reconciling and meeting the 

demands of both spheres” (2019, 1437). We see here how this struggle 

negatively shapes Dave’s emotional life. Towards the end of our interview, 

Dave repeated that he and Jessica did not split domestic tasks equally. I 

piped up without thinking: “yes but equality isn’t always splitting each task 

50/50,” distressed that he was clearly overworked and committed to 

domestic/parenting work yet felt insufficient. Dave was a window into 

learning how postfeminist masculinity compels some fathers, along with 

mothers, to work a kind of double-day and to feel exhausted, 

overwhelmed and guilty by the expectation to ‘do it all.’ While Baker and 

Brewis consider “self-blame” as a “specific, gendered psychic-process to 

the unconscious loss of a broader neoliberal and masculine fantasy of the 

‘perfect worker’” (2020, 4), here we see Dave engaging in self-blame 

centred on the loss of a postfeminist ideal of the perfect involved 

father/husband. 

Liam, similar to Dave, seemed over-busy, juggling full-time work with 

being an involved husband who shares domestic and childrearing 

responsibilities with his spouse, Jennifer. Jennifer is on leave from work. She 
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first described this decision as based on not wanting to miss time with her 

kids but as we continued talking a complicated picture emerged. One of 

the goals Jennifer set for her GFHS home visits was stress reduction; I asked 

when stress became a concern. It started last year when she was working 

full-time while trying to parent two toddlers: she was “totally 

overwhelmed,” “tired all the time” and “grumpy.” She does not know how 

“they ever did it” or how she will “ever go back.” Like Felix and Mira, Liam 

and Jennifer met at University, have identical professional credentials and 

worked the same position, except Jennifer has more seniority. It is 

significant that Jennifer made the decision to go on leave so that 

everyday family life could be manageable.  

After the kids’ bedtime, Liam will “pull out schoolwork” because “it is 

hard to keep up with marking.” He squeezes in time with Jennifer too: 

“Cause sometimes that's lacking, our chance to connect and just enjoy.” 

Liam even picked date nights as one of his GFHS goals, viewing time to 

connect as key to his family’s wellbeing.  

When describing how he defined health Liam drew on language 

commonly articulated by mothers I interviewed; citing “balance” and 

having “me-time” which is “hard to do.” Recently, Liam’s mother, located 

hours away, became acutely ill. Liam was her main caregiver, driving to 

visit every day after work while trying to sustain his responsibilities at home. 

During this period Liam came down the flu, which led to hospitalization. His 
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illness was a wake-up call that he was taking on too much, so he guiltily 

scaled back visiting her. Liam explained that his illness is when he realized 

that “it was too much, to do all those things at once:” he needed to make 

“Jennifer and the boys a priority,” and for that, he needed to stay well.  

As Liam described his average day, he explained that he works 

through lunch: “My big challenge is figuring out how to eat on the go and 

remembering to eat throughout the day.” I asked if he ever feels hungry: 

“Yeah, I’m just too busy to notice.” 

While talking to me, Liam and Jennifer prepared dinner. Jennifer got 

the ribs out while Liam preheated the oven. She put the ribs in a dish; Liam 

put the Tupperware in the sink. This beautiful complex dance continued 

throughout our interview, seeming effortless. As my last question coincided 

with the kids in highchairs and dinner being plated, I realized that the 

interview was part of their dance. Their divisions of labour seemed 

harmonious—they seemed content—but only with Jennifer leaving paid 

work, and Liam’s body all but shutting down while trying to be the 

breadwinner, loving spouse/father, co-manager of the household and 

caregiver to his mother.  

JENNA AND BRYCE: STRESS, CONFLICT AND EXHAUSTION 

Despite confirming the interview with Jenna in the morning, when I 

arrived at her house, bell-rings went unanswered. Minutes passed and her 

husband, Bryce, emerged with no idea what I meant when explaining I 
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was here for “the interview.” Five minutes later Jenna whooshed in with a 

bag of sandwiches and two kids in sports uniforms. She apologized while 

dolling out sandwiches, admitting later that she was so busy, she forgot.  

The interview quickly turned to their hectic lives. Bryce works long 

(10-14 hour) days in construction, often starting around five a.m. and 

commuting, “just working insane hours.” He finds out his schedule and 

location the night before, rarely knowing when his day will end. Jenna 

worked in a management position but just changed roles so that she 

could work from home: her job “wasn’t working” with family life. I asked 

Jenna if it felt like she was giving something up; she paused: “No, it felt like 

a lateral move.”  

When Bryce described his work schedule to me, Jenna commented 

that it is “very hard on family life.” Part of the stress of Bryce’s workday is 

juggling his job with Jenna’s expectation for him to be home: “she freaks 

out when I'm not home, and then she’s gotta do everything with the kids.” 

When Jenna calls asking when he will be home, he never knows: “I'll be 

holding on to a piece; somebody will be welding it. The welding machine 

breaks…They gotta get one in from, whenever, and that's going to 

take…hours…I can't leave.” He resolved: “You can’t plan in this industry.” 

Jenna let out a big sigh. Bryce bluntly added: “That’s why there’s such a 

high divorce rate” in this industry. “It’s a good thing I think you’re cute,” 

Jenna quipped, before stealing a bite of his sandwich.  
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Despite his schedule, instead of staying in the hotels provided by 

work, Bryce will drive hours so he can bathe, read and do bedtime with his 

kids: “a little time is better than no time” he reflected. Even though he 

often sleeps three hours a night, he gets up with his kids if they wake. “He’s 

a present father” Jenna said before adding: “when he’s here.”  

Jenna also hardly sleeps. If it’s not the kids, it’s Bryce’s alarm. I asked 

if there was a part of their day that feels particularly stressful. Bryce 

responded: “from when I wake up to when I go to sleep.” Jenna added: 

“the least stressful part of my day is when I am working...work feels like a 

vacation.” 

Jenna and Bryce clearly love each other but almost every topic 

turned to conflict about their roles, divisions of labour and overwork. What 

this conflict shows is how postfeminist fatherhood and motherhood create 

relational forms of intimacy that are marked by discontently re-enacting 

and desiring to transgress traditional gender relations. Consider this 

excerpt about Bryce’s physical activity. The asterisk indicates raised 

voices:  

Jenna: I exercise a lot… Bryce was very slow to get back into it…you 

have to commit... But he’s been good the last week. And I hope he 

continues. Cause I like him better when he’s exercising…He’s 

happier…It releases positive - 
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Bryce:  For me, it's a time thing…you need a little more consistency 

to be able to do that.  

Jenna: Yeah, but four days a week is good. 

Bryce:…You work from home. And you exercise on your lunch 

break. Like, I can't do that.  

Jenna:  I know. But I'm saying four days a week is okay. Even three 

days a week - 

Bryce: I'm saying, it's harder for me.** Because I'll get in a good 

routine…then I get sent away - 

Jenna: If you have - Who cares?** 

Bryce: And then that's the end of it, right? Like a whole seven-to-

seven shift… I'm not going to be exercising all the time.  

Jenna: Bring your phone with you and do a program…You could.  

Bryce: I – yeah, sure.*  

Jenna: You could. You choose not to. Right?* 

Bryce: …Well, it's hard for me to commit, like playing soccer.  

Jenna: Well, you don't have to just play soccer…Sorry, we're having 

a domestic.  

Interviewer: No, that's okay…This is the stuff, right? These are the 

barriers. It's really hard. 

Bryce: She's just thinks it’s all…whatever. And then I go away for two 

months. Like, I can’t come back and play soccer…I'm saying it's 
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hard for me to commit…My friends are calling me… ‘Why don't you 

start soccer again?’... I'm like ‘I don't want to commit. Because I'll 

miss, like, half the season’… the other side of it is that…I lose any 

gains that I’ve made, right?... 

Jenna: But why do you gotta think about it as gains?* 

Bryce: ‘Cause you have to be, you know? (snapping fingers). 

Jenna: Just think about it as health… do exercise that doesn’t 

involve a gym…Walk around the hotel. 

Bryce: If I miss a couple weeks of playing soccer, I don’t want to go 

play…and die on the field - 

Jenna: You don't know how it's going to go. 

Bryce: Yes, I do. 

Jenna: No, you don't.  

Bryce: Yes, I do. I've already been through it.  

I oriented to this conflict as Jenna and Bryce expressing anger 

about the roles they have been stuck enacting within a neoliberal 

economy compelling overwork of both parents and the distancing of 

Bryce from his family (and anything outside of work). This excerpt also 

demonstrates how Bryce perceives Jenna’s role as enabling more 

flexibility and freedom than his, not recognizing her stress, exhaustion and 

even sacrifice (see Gatrell et al., 2015). Jenna also perceives Bryce’s work 

as enabling more flexibility than he thinks it does. 
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The excerpt also includes undertones of Jenna’s gendered 

expectations of Bryce’s corporeal body. She expresses ambivalent desires 

about who she wants Bryce to be: involved father, career man—and as 

articulated when she stole a bite of his sandwich— “cute” husband. 

Bryce’s use of the word “gains” in relation to exercise is a particularly 

masculine way to manage Jenna’s gendered projections of him. 

Interestingly, Bryce describes his (hyper-masculine) construction job as a 

barrier to achieving other ideals related to masculinity, such as acquiring 

a strong body, and acquiring it in a typically masculine manner: through 

the homosocial experience of team sport (soccer). As Bryce states, his 

“friends are calling” him to play, but because of work, he would “die on 

the field.” This excerpt highlights the multiple pulls, ambivalences and 

tensions in relation to postfeminist motherhood and fatherhood.  

In the drama and banality of their everyday lives, Bryce and Jenna 

“re-produce a gendered social order through social interaction” while 

wanting to escape it (Sutherland et al., 2017, p.688). They both wanted to 

be working and involved parents, but this was impossible. Instead, they 

reverted to traditional gender roles neither found fulfilling. More than 

anything, they seemed exhausted. For them, postfeminism is a health issue 

impacting their sleep, mental and physical health and spousal 

relationship. These conflicting states lead to melancholic affects 

composed of frustration, stress, enervation, despondency, alienation and 
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powerlessness. As I was leaving, Jenna privately admitted that she had no 

option but to give up her managerial position given Bryce’s work. Jenna 

knows how it’s going to go with her career and the chasm between what 

she can hope for and what she can have. She knows because, like 

Bryce’s failed attempts at soccer, she’s already been through it.  

DANIEL AND JOE: BREAKING AWAY FROM POSTFEMINISM  

Annika greeted me at the door, friendly but tired, wearing a blazer, 

hair in a ponytail. She just got home from a long workday and yawned 

throughout our interview. Daniel, a stay-at-home parent for three years 

with no intention of returning to paid work, eagerly stood to shake my 

hand. With piercing interest, he asked: “Do you like your job?” When I said 

“yes” he smiled, leaned back on his puffy couch, replied: “Ahh, that’s 

great.” 

Their place was filled with baby gates, kids’ drawings and family 

photos. Music came from upstairs: “Our oldest is practicing David Bowie 

on the piano.” Daniel spoke most of the interview. Annika was involved, 

but more a listener; it just didn’t seem like her area of expertise. Daniel 

would break from answering questions to share stories about his kids, who 

weren’t just his favourite topic, but his whole life. And they seemed, in the 

most positive way, to give his life meaning. 

While Daniel and Annika both articulated that more money would 

be nice, they would rather contend with a tighter budget to increase their 
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quality of life. Daniel does all the cooking, cleaning, meal prep, and night-

time wake ups. He clothes the kids, bringing them to school and back: 

“It’s only fair, since Annika is working all day. And this way Annika can 

come home and just gets to hang out with the kids.” 

Daniel engages in self-reflection activities to keep him mentally 

healthy so that he can be a good father. He could have talked forever 

about what it means to be a father, cooking meals, and making wine: “all 

my dreams have come true…So, I'm kind of done…” he said smiling. 

Annika added: 

It's switch for me too, because he does all the grunt work that I just 

don't have time for at the end of the day…A lot of people see it as 

this… gender stereotype. No one would ask me, if I was the one 

staying home, but a lot of people are like: ‘Oh, don't you mind? 

[having a stay-at-home father]’ and blah, blah, blah. It's like: ‘No, I 

frigging love it’… I don't have a lot of the stresses that a lot of the 

working moms and working dads do…I'm not coming home and 

having to chuck on the TV while I make dinner or, I'm not staying up 

late, packing school lunches…I don't do any of that…I do generally 

really like my job…I would say I too am living my dream. 

Daniel and Annika dress their girls in their brother’s hand-me-downs. 

They reflected on comments strangers make to their youngest Olivia: 

“‘Oh, look at this guy, a heartbreaker.’” Annika added: “And I was always 
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like, ‘Geez, Louise, don’t even correct these fools.’” They worry about how 

gender norms will affect their children, particularly their daughters. Annika 

has received judgement from mothers who were shocked she shared her 

parental leave with Daniel yet they are “the same ones: ‘Man, I'm doing 

everything here. And this guy works all the time, and he doesn't play with 

the kids or nothing.’ (makes snorting noise)….it’s like having another child.’ 

It's a really awful dynamic.” Annika reflected: “If one of us was doing 

absolutely everything, we would resent the crap out of each other.” 

Daniel and Annika have swapped the traditional dynamic of 

father/breadwinner, mother/homemaker. While it could be thought that 

reversing roles has the same effect of reinscribing postfeminism, we 

contend that it does not. Because the culture of mother-centricity and 

stereotype of ‘father as inexpert nurturer’ is undergirded by capitalist 

patriarchal relations, rejecting these roles means doing the psychic, 

economic an ideological work of resisting hegemony. As such, we noted 

a marked expression of contentment, and even accomplishment—

exemplified in this excerpt of Daniel and Annika—and in the other two 

families we interviewed in which the father was the main caregiver and 

the mother, the breadwinner. We will turn to one of these families now.  

While not a fulltime stay-at-home dad, Joe is on an extended 18-

month paternity leave to parent his baby and toddler. He will return to 

part-time work so he can continue to share childrearing with his wife 
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Muriel who also works part-time. During our interview Joe made and fed 

his baby lunch, carried and played with her. He does the majority of 

domestic work and family scheduling, though Muriel is home to share it. As 

they described, they are working with a tight budget, but the trade-off is 

that they have an abundance of time. They have figured out how to 

balance care and career by working part-time.  

Joe described being on paternity leave as the “greatest thing.” He 

explained: “You get to see all the little things that they do, and I get to 

spend a lot more time with [them].” Whereas before he would only see 

them when his job permitted, now he is able to see, “how they interact 

with each other, and I get to be more attached to both of them, by 

putting them down to naps or getting them to bed or comforting them 

when they get hurt.” Joe is even taking a parenting course on healthy 

attachment: “So, like, making sure that you can...anticipate your child's 

needs, and respond and be with them while they're experiencing different 

emotions, to make them more comfortable and secure.”  

When I asked Joe to define ‘health’ he listed access to food, 

emotional and spiritual wellbeing. He described spiritual wellbeing as 

connecting with the larger world around him, like taking “late night walks 

where I can hear the crunching of snow.” He reflected, “That, I really 

enjoy.” And he has the time to enjoy it. Like the crunching of snow, de-

sedimenting postfeminist family relations can indeed be a crisp, joyful act. 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

Baker & Kelan argue that the “psychic life of women under 

neoliberalism” is often ignored (2019, p.70). Even less studied is the psychic 

life of men and fathers. Our empirical data suggests that postfeminism 

does not tend to produce happy feelings. By focusing on fathers’ 

accounts, we considered the fraught affective contours of postfeminist 

masculinity in the fatherhood role. Being breadwinner and involved 

father/spouse creates a sense of overwhelm and failure. Rarely can 

fathers achieve ‘doing it all’ and the result of trying is often exhaustion, 

isolation and existential stuckness. We oriented to the surfacing of these 

hard feelings in our conversation with fathers as affective cracks that 

opened the door to unearthing the impact of the regulatory force of 

postfeminism. The structural maintenance of hegemonic masculinity and 

femininity clashes against the discursive expectation to embody gender 

equality; this mismatch between expectation and opportunity equals the 

offloading of overwhelm on fathers, identity crisis for mothers and fathers, 

and the affective building of tension, ambivalence and resentment within 

couples via the redirecting of blame from the structural to the 

interpersonal. The domain of affect brings new insights to contemporary 

experiences of fatherhood as situated within the patriarchal social 

organization of gender, economy and work. The effect of living out 
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postfeminist fatherhood is a marked sense of powerlessness, discontent 

and conflict.  

Through these contrasting accounts, we offer what Ahmed refers to 

as a “grammar” of ambivalence (2010, p.6). Attending to this grammar is 

a method for grasping the attributes and impact of postfeminist 

fatherhood and family life. Ahmed notes the political importance of 

“affirm[ing] unhappiness or at least refusing to overlook it” (6) where it 

exists. Accordingly, we content that the regulatory impact of 

postfeminism, and postfeminist fatherhood in particular, is marked by daily 

experiences of unease and unhappiness. Resisting postfeminism requires 

first acknowledging its felt-discontents and then addressing the reasons 

why.   

We also identify fathers who have found a way out of postfeminist 

masculinity. While research has aligned the enactment of 

heteronormativity with the affects of contentment and belonging 

(Ahmed, 2010) and aligned postfeminism with the enforced feeling rules 

of happiness and optimism (Gill, 2017), we argue that embodying these 

norms can lead to negative affect. The few fathers who resisted 

postfeminism expressed reduced stress, increased quality of spousal/family 

life, satisfaction in their gendered self-concept, and working with a tighter 

budget. 
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We have suggested that one way to glean the impact of 

postfeminist gender relations is to look to the everyday work, affects, and 

activities that mark family life. The public sphere reverberates and 

organizes family life creating particular affect-scapes modulated by 

power, discourse and resistance that require further analysis at the 

intersection of organization studies and postfeminist masculinity literature. 

Instead of centring the organization of gender in the workplace we 

considered how work organizes gender and family life, leading to internal 

and family conflict (see Pasewark and Viator, 2006). 

The ethnographic accounts encapsulate the political economy 

and emotional contours of family life when enacted within the 

hegemonically masculine organization of the neoliberal workforce that 

tangles with postfeminist gender regimes. Our data expresses the fraught 

social pulls for some fathers of wanting to be the “new man:” an involved 

parent and participant in homelife (Lewis & O’Brien, 1987; Miller 2011), 

while caught by the expectation of breadwinner. It also builds on current 

postfeminist masculinity literature by demonstrating how fathers tend to 

feel powerless to challenge the greed and overwork demanded at their 

jobs (for research on ‘greed and ‘overwork’ see Cha & Weeden, 2014; 

Miller, 2019; Weeden et al., 2016). Yet men are not powerless, and so it is 

important to recognize how “discourses of postfeminist masculinities 
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implicate men in both challenging and revitalizing traditional, patriarchal 

discourses of masculinity” (Rumens, 2017, p. 250) 

The stories from fathers resonated with one another enough to 

demonstrate the through-line of postfeminist masculinity while also 

highlighting the intricacies and range of experiences embedded in this 

discursive-structural interpellation. With Felix and Bryce we see how the 

new industrial man involves the “glorification of the choice of subjugation, 

the respect for the rules of the organization” and the demonstration of 

“loyalty” to their jobs (Pecis & Priola, 2017, p.1421). These accounts 

reinforce Miller’s argument that while “there has been a move away from 

a ‘single model of unified masculinities’ and evidence of more emotional 

engagement in fathering practices, elements of hegemonic masculinity 

and associated subjectivities, agency and power endure” (2012, p.12). 

Murgia & Poggio note how “the practices of resistance are often 

indissolubly intertwined with hegemonic practices” and in the case of 

Felix, Bryce and Bradley, their desire to be involved in childrearing may 

affectively transgress the ideals of hegemonic masculinity yet in action 

replicate these ideals. They are “co-producer[s] of the same model of 

masculinity” where little, except perhaps their desire to be more 

domestically involved, has actually changed (Murgia & Poggo, 2013, 

p.421). 
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Our data also contributes to postfeminist masculinity literature by 

considering how the fraught expectations of postfeminist fatherhood 

leave some fathers to contend with their own double-day as they try to 

balance care and career, and have difficulty meeting the demands of 

both spheres. For example, Liam skillfully found a way to do it all. The 

problem is, he’s so busy he often forgets to eat. He’s so busy, he rarely 

feels that he’s hungry. And while Liam’s busyness negatively impacts his 

health, Jennifer reverted to a traditional role to maintain her mental 

health. Alternatively, Dave could not find a way to complete these 

competing demands as expertly. Rather than blaming his inability to 

contribute ‘equally’ on the failings of the neoliberal political economy, he 

turned a failure of governance into a failure of the self. Key to postfeminist 

masculinity is the re-directing of systemic issues as a moral failure.  

Liam and Dave contributed substantially to homelife. Yet they felt 

ambivalent and inadequate regarding their contributions. The difference 

between Bradley, Bryce and Felix in comparison to Liam and Dave 

demonstrates the range of ambivalence and variation among fathers in 

their experiences and articulations of postfeminist masculinity.  

Yet postfeminism requires everyone to be overworked and feel like 

a failure. And it requires everyone to overlook gender and structural 

inequities to continue to buy into the dream that we can have it all if only 
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we learn to manage our time, jobs, parenting duties, and partnerships, 

better. 

Given that postfeminism is deeply imbricated in anglo-western 

neoliberalized political economies it follows that it shapes our interpersonal 

and intimate spousal relationships. Bryce and Jenna demonstrated the 

impact of postfeminist masculinity on spousal and family relations creating 

an environment of tension, enervation and isolation. They both seemed 

trapped in traditional roles while desperate to escape them. While Miller 

(2012, p.1) argues that “a retreat into normative behaviours can be the 

path of least resistance” for heterosexual couples, this example 

demonstrates something different. A retreat into normative behaviours 

can feel unsatisfying, enraging; it can negatively impact everyday life 

and even have ill-health effects. Our findings thus echo Peukert’s study 

which found paternal overwork to be a “contested arena between 

partners” (2018, 1462); especially as the fathers’ overwork often drags the 

mother back to adopting a more traditional role (see Byker 2016). Our 

study further contributes to Castro et al’s findings that “heavy time 

demands” at work are harmful to both worker and family, causing tension, 

discontent and even ill-health (2012, p.549). These are the kind of sad and 

destructive neoliberal intimacies that mark heterosexual postfeminist 

couple-relationships.  
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We further analyzed how the greediness of Bryce’s job created 

overwork for Jenna, compelling her to consider paid work as relaxing and 

home as a stressful workplace. Hochschild (1997) examines how the 

greediness of the workforce produces a “time-bind” which is a stress-bind. 

The capitalist labour economy has resulted in a reorientation of the home 

as the penultimate space of tension and labour, while paid work 

becomes a refuge—and as we saw for Felix, the place in which family 

and sociality occurs. While work can “compliment-and indeed, improve 

family life, in recent decades it has largely competed with the family, and 

won” (Hochschild, 1997, 26). Jenna and Bryce, Bradley and Leanne, Liam 

and Jennifer, Felix and Mira were all caught in this intricate time/stress 

bind of paid and parenting work, rendering them “prisoners and 

architects” of the political-affective neoliberal family/work economy 

(Hochschild 1997, 29). 

In thinking about future directions, it is important to note that 

postfeminism as a discourse “hails” or speaks to white middle-class families 

more than other groups (Riley et al. 2017). Future research might expand 

the focus to investigate how diversely-positioned fathers take up, 

negotiate, or resist the relations available to them through postfeminist 

masculinity. For example, because postfeminism is tied to 

heteronormativity more research is needed in relation to affect and 

postfeminist masculinity as enacted by queer, trans and/or gay-identified 
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fathers. More attention needs to be paid to how postfeminist masculinity 

cuts-across class, racial, and disability strata. Another avenue is to study 

couples who have rejected overwork to see whether breaking away from 

overwork has the effect of resisting postfeminism and leading to an 

increased quality of family life. Lastly, it would be useful to conduct a 

mixed method study focused on analyzing if and how paternal overwork 

constitutes a barrier to health and leads to health consequences for them 

and their families. 

We close this paper with an analysis of the excerpts from our 

interviews with Joe and Muriel, and Annika and Daniel. These interviews 

demonstrate that contentment can be found by living outside the 

constraints of postfeminism. It is vital to represent positive examples of 

couples who transgress postfeminism as “change will only become 

possible when new, more diverse discourses and meanings of parenthood 

are made available for fathers, and parents (Heikkinen & Lamsa, 2017, 

p.187-188).  

While still experiencing the three-dimensional emotions of what it 

means to be human and a parent, these two couples were not caught in 

a postfeminist crisis discourse, and these fathers let go of the discursive-

economic juggling act of breadwinner, nurturer and egalitarian spouse. 

Despite living within the inescapability of a neoliberal economy, these 

couples seem to have found a way out of having their family governed by 
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ideals of overwork and upward mobility. They prioritize family time and 

togetherness. They also resisted the pulls of consumer capitalism and 

upward mobility, and thus their breaking away from postfeminism is 

connected with a broader distancing from neoliberal constructions of 

subjectivity. Of course, in our turbo-charged political economy that is 

marked by burgeoning inequalities between the rich and the rest, this 

route out of postfeminisms turbulent waters is not available to everybody, 

but only to those making enough to maintain their working-middle class 

status.  As demonstrated with the supportive stance of Annika and Muriel, 

resisting postfeminism is a shared spousal project; and the resistance feels 

good. In fact, it may feel like a dream.   

Ahmed argues that happiness is affectively aligned with hegemony, 

including heteronormativity, and locates “discomfort, unease, and 

trouble” as potent affective openings for de-sedimenting heterosexist 

relations (in Murphy 2015, p.731). We posit something different: that 

happiness is at times more readily achieved by a conscious distancing 

from heteronormative relations. While contentment may be the 

aspirational goal or enforced performative affect of postfeminism, the 

actual day-to-day enactment of postfeminism is marked by negative 

affects which exist as a kind of emotional toll. Contentment then, does not 

belong to hegemonic family relations, though it may be key to the 

accomplishment of de-sedimenting them. 
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